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What is the TAMU Work-Based Learning 
Project?

A project to support school districts develop a new or 
expand an existing Work-Based Learning Model.

Through a competitive application process, you can 
receive:
• Up to $10,000
• Technical support to include TransCen
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What is Work-Based Learning?

Work-based learning (WBL) experiences occur in an 
authentic work environment to assist students with 
disabilities in obtaining knowledge and skills for 
future job opportunities through real-world 
observation and work experiences.



About TransCen

TransCen, Inc. is a national organization 
offering web-based and in-person training for 
state agencies, school districts, provider 
organizations, and others interested in 
meaningful work and community inclusion for 
individuals with disabilities.

Learn more about our work: www.transcen.org

Contact us at inquiries@transcen.org for more 
information!

http://www.transcen.org/
mailto:inquiries@transcen.org


Learning Objectives
1. Literature Review, Studies and Recent Legislation related to      
Optimum Transition Services
2.  Importance of Family Involvement
3. Importance of Work Experiences
4. Types of Work Experiences
5. Quality Work Experience Characteristics
6. Transition Models that Work
7. Interagency Roles and Responsibilities
8.  Characteristics of Successful Social Enterprises
9.  TransCen’s Menu of Training and TA
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Literature Review

•Employment of young people with 
disabilities has increasingly 
become the gold standard of 
education outcomes. 

(Carter, Austin, & Trainor, 2011; Certo, Luecking, et al., 2008; Cobb & Alwell, 
2009; Landmark, Ju, & Zhang, 2010; Wehman, 2013)
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Literature Review

•Children and youth with disabilities spend 
between 15 to 18 years in special education 
programs and there is a rising expectation 
that these students should leave with 
employment.

(Certo et al., 2008; Rusch & Braddock, 2004; Wehman, 2002)
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Literature Review

• Expectation comes on a backdrop of National Organizational on 
Disability (2010) data that continue to reflect a high level of 
unemployment of over 60% among persons with disabilities in 
this country.

• Continued frustration about the efficacy of transition from school 
to work programs, many which lack coordination and specified 
outcomes.

(U.S. General Accounting Office, July 12, 2012)
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Literature Review

•Doren and Benz (1998) and Benz, Yovanoff, 
and Doren (1997) found that two factors 
predicted better outcomes for young women 
and men with disabilities.
• Having two or more job experiences while in 
high school

• Having used the self-family-friend network to 
find their post-school job
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Work Experience and Employment 
Preparation
•Paid or unpaid work experience and 
employment preparation program 
participation were by far the most 
frequently substantiated practices, as
indicated by the number of studies 
that supported these practices.
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Family Involvement

• Another transition practice that was 
substantiated was family involvement. This 
finding is consistent with findings of prior 
research in general and special education that 
family involvement enhances student 
academic achievement.

(e.g., Jeynes, 2005; Pomerantz, Moorman, & Litwack, 2007; 
Seyfriend&Chung, 2002. )
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Recent Study Highlights Aspects of 
Transition Process
• Importance of employment training and work 

experiences in HS
• The role of parents’ expectations for their children’s 

future
• Career awareness, HS work experience, and attending 

a vocational school were all associated with post-HS 
employment, with the latter being a strong predictor 
variable

Wehman, P., Sima, A., Ketchum, J., West, M., Chan, F. & Luecking, R. (2014). Predictors of 
successful transition from school to employment for youth with disabilities. Journal of Occupational 
Rehabilitation, 25, 223-234.
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The intent of recent legislation and policy in the U.S.

•Better postsecondary education outcomes for 
youth

• Improved employment outcomes
• Increased access to and participation in 
community life

• Less reliance on federal entitlements
14



Employment First

Employment in the general workforce is the first and preferred 
outcome in the provision of publicly funded services for all 
working age citizens with disabilities, regardless of level of 

disability.
APSE Statement on Employment First

Individual – Not in a group or enclave
Integrated – Alongside those without disabilities, with opportunities to 
interact
Employment – In the general workforce, on the payroll of a business 
or self-employed
Minimum Wage – At or above minimum wage or at industry standard 
wage
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What it takes to make this happen
•Work experiences early and often  
(Work is both an intervention and the desired outcome)

•Paid work before school exit

•Connections to ongoing supports before school exit
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What it takes to make this happen
•Employers as transition partners

•Youth and family empowerment

•Heightened expectations!
(presumed employability for all)
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The most important factors to employers:
Meeting a perceived need:

•Making money
•Saving money
•Operating more efficiently
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What We Have Learned

Optimum Transition Service includes:
•Youth empowerment
•Family involvement and supports
•Academic preparation paired with work experience
•Early connections to post-secondary services
• !WORK! (Early and often)
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Future Directions

•Improved models of linking work-based 
learning with academic instruction

•Collaborative transition models
•Employer-led initiatives
•Advancing training of transition 
professionals
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Creating Family Partnerships 

Raise 
Expectations
(Messaging)

Involve in a 
Common Goal

Utilize their 
Knowledge

Connect to 
Supports Train Staff
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The Destination: Work Experiences

The most important predictor of post-school employment for 
youth with disabilities is whether or not they’ve achieved work 

experiences in some sort of paid employment prior to school exit. 
So it’s important that their secondary education include exposure 

to work experience which could include things like work 
sampling, career exploration visits to employers, and, most 

importantly, in jobs where they’re paid by an employer. 
Rich Luecking
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Why Work Experience is Important

Benefits to Students and Youth
• Contributes to career development, choice and success
• Improve self-esteem, teach and reinforce academic and 

technical skills
• Understanding of workplace culture and expectations
• Develop a network for future job searches
• Identify necessary workplace supports
(The Way to Work, Richard G. Luecking, second edition, Paul H. Brookes Publishing Co. 
2020.)
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Why Work Experience is Important

Legal Special Education Requirements
• More meaningful IEP’s and transition plans required by 

special education law
• Additional positive outcomes for Indicators 2, 13 and 14 of 

IDEIA
• WIOA also now requires VR agencies and schools to 

increase collaboration on behalf of students with disabilities.
(The Way to Work, Richard G. Luecking, second edition, Paul H. Brookes 
Publishing Co. 2020.)
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Types of Work Experiences

Career Exploration
• Visits to workplaces
• Meetings with employers

Job Shadowing
• Extended time accompanying an employee in the performance of daily 

duties
Work Sampling

• Learn aspects of potential job tasks required in the workplace
• Learn soft skills required in the workplace
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Types of Work Experiences

Service Learning
• Hands on volunteer service to the community that is integrated with 

course objectives
• When a condition of graduation, can be structured as meaningful work 

experiences
Internships

• Assigned specific tasks over a predetermined period of time
• Paid or unpaid depending on the agreement with the company and 

nature of the tasks
• Postsecondary institutions organize cooperative education experience, 

cooperative work or simply co-ops
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Types of Work Experiences
Apprenticeships

• Formal sanctioned work experiences of extended duration
• Learns specific occupational skills related to a standardized trade
• Many include paid work components

Stipend Jobs
• Wages paid through an external source such as a youth employment 

program and not by the employer
• Customized to match student and employer circumstances

Paid Employment
• Standard or customized work assignments
• Wages paid directly to the youth by the employer
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Quality Work Experience Characteristics
• Clear program goals
• Clear expectations and feedback to assess progress toward career 

related goals
• Clear roles and responsibilities for worksite supervisors, mentors, 

teachers and support personnel
• On-the-job learning
• Range of opportunities, especially those outside traditional youth-

employing industries
• Mentor(s) at the worksite
• Good documentation and feedback from youth and employers
(The Way to Work, Richard G. Luecking, second edition, Paul H. Brookes Publishing Co. 
2020.)
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Transition Models that Work
Bridges From School to Work (The Marriott Foundation)
• Operates in 11 cities including Dallas
• Partners with school systems, VR agencies and workforce agencies 
• Employment rates exceeds typical rates for transitioning youth
Project SEARCH
• 1 year employment preparation program takes entirely at the 

workplace of employer partners
• Multiple integrated job task learning opportunities
• Businesses play a leadership role
• Regularly achieves a 75% post project placement rate
(The Way to Work, Richard G. Luecking, second edition, Paul H. Brookes Publishing Co. 
2020.)
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Transition Models that Work
Seamless Transition Models
• First day after school exit looks the same to the youth as the day 

before – that is same job and same supports
• During last year of school, there is a formal service contract with 

local community rehabilitation program to support the youth before 
and after school exit

• Uses an asset-based and person-centered discovery process
• Develops individualized work experiences
• At least one individualized paid, integrated employment experience
• Early VR case initiation and interagency collaboration
(The Way to Work, Richard G. Luecking, second edition, Paul H. Brookes Publishing Co. 
2020.)
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Interagency Roles and Responsibilities

Do you have the right policies, staffing, partnerships, and 
resources to support community-based work experiences? 

• Capacity to utilize new strategies
• Capacity to fund work experiences
• Capacity to transport students
• Capacity to support students on the worksite 
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Achieving Outcomes: 
Flow of Services 
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Successful Social Enterprise Characteristics
• Documented increase in career awareness based on WBL
• Documented increase in skills, aptitudes & job tasks completed
• Communication and coordination with student’s family
• Combine work-based learning (WBL) with academic instruction
• Links to a network for future job searches
• Identify necessary workplace supports
• Clear program goals
• Clear expectations and feedback to assess progress toward 

career related goals
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TransCen’s Menu of Training and TA
Virtual Coaching
- Integrating WBL into Pre-ETS
- Building your Interagency Team
- Strategic Planning for Implementing WBL
- Building capacity to provide effective WBL
- Developing worksite supports
Potential Onsite Coaching
Limited to teams who are ready to take the next step towards 
community-based employment 
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Application Process
• RFP distribution beginning summer of 2021.TAMU WBL Project is ongoing, with applications reviewed 

monthly. The deadline is the 1st of each month to be included in that month’s review cycle.
• Inquiries of interests sent to Dr. Jacqueline Turner or Dr. Eric Roberts
• An electronic copy of completed proposal submitted to Dr. Jacqueline Turner or Dr. Eric Roberts
• The selection committee will review all stage 1 and stage 2 proposals and identify the qualifying candidates
• Inquiries or a notice of the review decision sent to the proposal contact person
• Inquiry responses reviewed by the selection committee and a notice of review decision sent to the contact 

person
• Agreement processes completed by awardees
• Financial award issued and technical support scheduled by TAMU Work-Based Learning Project
• Periodic inquiries and reviews of the WBL model completed by TAMU Work-Based Learning Project
• Follow-up technical support needs to be determined by TAMU Work-Based Learning Project and the RFP 

awardee contact person

https://cdd.tamu.edu/wbl-project/jsturner@tamu.edu
https://cdd.tamu.edu/wbl-project/eric.roberts@tamu.edu
https://cdd.tamu.edu/wbl-project/jsturner@tamu.edu
https://cdd.tamu.edu/wbl-project/eric.roberts@tamu.edu
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WHAT TO INCLUDE:

BIG 6
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Big 6:

1. Identified Planning Team Committee Members for the application, 
planning, and evaluation. 

Examples: school administrator, transition specialist, teacher(s), 
paraprofessional(s), student(s), business partner(s), TWC Vocational 
Rehabilitation Counselor or Transition Program Specialist, Chamber of 
Commerce board member, and family member(s) of a person with a 
disability. 

The three to six person Planning Team Committee must include at 
minimum one member not directly associated with the school or 
district. This person might be a TWC VR counselor, a community 
leader, come from a business, etc. 
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Big 6:

2. Planned for sustainability

This can include the use of profits, sponsorships, and business 
partnerships.

3. Model includes community partnership or collaboration that 
benefits the WBL model

This can be a business providing donations, technical support, 
learning opportunities, or other resources such as a location for 
sales or internships. 
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Big 6:

4. Plan clearly demonstrates that all students in the program would grow 
in one or more Pre-ETS skills
• Career Exploration: opportunities to learn about different careers, learn about the skills needed for various 

jobs, and discover career interests.

• Postsecondary Opportunities: exploration of options for continued education, the benefits, and requirements.

• Workplace Readiness: learn job-specific tasks, soft skills, and related social and independent living skills 
required for success in employment.

• Self-Advocacy: supporting students' knowledge of their self (strengths, needs, and interests), understanding 
of their rights and responsibilities, the use of effective communication, and requesting needed 
accommodations and support. 
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Big 6:

5. Effective evaluation plan included

How will you progress monitor? Examples: on-the-job evaluations, 
IEP goals and objective examples, skill check-lists, behavior 
monitoring tools, etc.
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Big 6:

6. Outlined or described realistic steps to 
develop or expand your WBL model
Example:



What barriers to completing the 
application or developing a WBL 
Model do you face?
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THANK YOU! 
Sean Roy  sroy@transcen.org
Dale Verstegen dverstegen@transcen.org
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